History of original corner establishment:

This corner was set by the General Land Office in 1933 in a dependant resurvey of T 4 S and R 8 W. They set a brass soap from which,

- 70" Fir Snag N 71° E, 19 Links
- 10" Alder S 88° E, 57 Links
- 24" Fir S 73° E, 183 Links
- 10" Alder S 32° W, 45 Links

Description of corner evidence found:

Found brass soap from which,

- 18" Fir S 34° W, 29 1/2 feet (L. Whitmore 5-28-1974)

1933 B.T.'s gone

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:

Marked 16" D. Fir S 42° E, 128.00 feet

Set 6' Steel fence post and attention sign.
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